INVITATION
07-06-2022 until 10-06-2022

Norway excursion: Shaping the maritime energy transition

© HyFuel

© Wilhelmsen

© Eidisvik

The Netherlands, Norway and Germany share a long tradition of
cooperation in the maritime sector at different levels. In this context,
exchange has been sought several times, for example various
INTERREG projects and excursions have been organized.
This year, a two-day event took place - online due to corona reasons
in which synergy and cooperation potentials especially concerning
green shipping activities have been explored. Based on previous
outcoumes, an excursion to Bergen and Florø in Norway will be
organized in June 2022.
During this excursion the topics „hydrogen“ and „electrification“ will
be highligted. The event is organised in close cooperation with the
German-Norwegian Chamber of Commerce, which have an extensive
experience in the planning of sector-specific, needs-oriented program
concepts for delegations from business and politics and a broad
network in the fields of maritime economy and hydrogen.
This event is particularly aimed at representatives for small and
medium-sized enterprises who want to learn more about these
innovation topics, and exchange ideas on cooperation opportunities
between Germany, the Netherlands and Norway.
We are looking forward to an interesting event with you!
REGISTRATION
The number of participants is limited. Registrations will be considered
in order of reception. Please note that we will charge an organisation
fee of 300 EUR (excl. VAT) per participant. Travel and departure costs,
accommodation and catering are paid by the participants (approx.
1.000 EUR).

PROGRAM
Detailed program can be seen in a separate
attachment.
Day 1 - Tue, 07-06-2022
Arrival
Seminar with Norwegian stakeholders from
leading clusters, public administration and
organizations.
Day 2 - Wed, 08-06-2022
Company visits in Bergen:
• CCB Energy Park
• Corvus
• Wilhelmsen Shipping, inkl. TOPEKAProjekt
Day 3 - Thu, 09-06-2022
Company visits in Florø, Mongstad and
Bergen:
• LOHC-Production with HyFuel at Fjord
Base
• Ocean Hyway Cluster
• Aurora project (Equinor, Air Liquide,
Eviny)
Mini-workshop with Norled

The excursion is organised by MARIKO GmbH and FME as part of the
project H2Watt.
In cooperation with:

CLICK FOR REGISTRATION
Please register with the password hydrogen.

Contact:

Julia Burakov
Tor Kristian Haldorsen
Tel.: +49 491 926 1183
Tel.: +47 22 12 82 33
Mail: julia.burakov@mariko-leer.de Mail: tkh@handelskammer.no

Leo van der Burg
Tel.: +31 6 50 66 27 45
Mail: leo.van.der.burg@fme.nl

© Norled

